Rainbow Youth Center on May 14, 2018 – 15 people polled

What do you like about Durango?
- Open town, smiley, not looking for a fight
- Nature and green
- Open to LGBT community
- Downtown architecture
- Good food
- Friendly businesses

What are challenges/Issues in DRO?
- Homelessness
- Drugs
- Some close minded regarding gender – almost angrier because they feel discriminated against for being closed minded
- Money divide (those who have and those who do not)
- Confederate flags
- Suicide
- Space for RYC
- Transportation

What does living in a diverse community mean to you?
- Learning new things about new people
- More acceptance
- Everyone expects everyone to be different

Any message to the City Council?
- Really want a new Rainbow Youth Center space that is open every day, has summer hours and is accessible to the schools, on a public transportation route.